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Is a Quantum Biosensing Revolution Approaching?
Perspectives in NV-Assisted Current and Thermal
Biosensing in Living Cells
Giulia Petrini, Ekaterina Moreva,* Ettore Bernardi,* Paolo Traina,* Giulia Tomagra,
Valentina Carabelli, Ivo Pietro Degiovanni, and Marco Genovese

Understanding the human brain is one of the most significant challenges of the
21st century. As theoretical studies continue to improve the description of the
complex mechanisms that regulate biological processes, in parallel numerous
experiments are conducted to enrich or verify these theoretical predictions
also with the aim of extrapolating more accurate models. In the fields
of magnetometry and thermometry, among the various sensors proposed
for biological application, nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers are emerging as
a promising solution due to their perfect biocompatibility and the possibility
of being positioned in close proximity to the cell membrane, thus allowing a
nanometric spatial resolution down to the nano-scale. Still many issues must
be overcome to obtain either a sensitivity capable of revealing the very weak
electromagnetic fields generated by neurons (or other excitable cells) during
their firing activity or a spatial resolution sufficient to measure intracellular
thermal gradient due to biological processes. However, over the last few
years, significant improvements have been achieved in this direction, thanks
to the use of innovative techniques. In this review, the new results regarding
the application of NV centers will be analyzed and the main challenges
that must be afforded for leading to practical applications will be discussed.
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1. Introduction

Electromagnetic field sensing is of the
utmost importance for several applications
in current scientific research, fostering the
search for novel high sensitivity sensors.
Several innovative electromagnetic field
sensors emerged in the last years,[1–10]

whose main goal is revealing less and less
intense fields with an increased spatial
resolution. In particular, high sensitivity
sensing coupled to high resolution is of
the utmost relevance in biological research,
especially, for instance, in studies of hu-
man brain cell currents, which are typically
extremely faint. Localized monitoring
of neuronal fields[11–14] would allow not
only the investigation of brain currents
during cognitive processes in order to
improve neurological diagnostic systems
also identifying the early stages of neu-
rodegenerative disease, like Parkinson’s,
Alzheimers’s disease and other forms of
dementia.[15,16]

Furthermore, since localized temperature gradients and heat
dissipation occur within cellular microdomains, the exploitation
of sensing probes for multi-task applications would be very
fruitful.[17,18] Among the various sensing devices that have
emerged over the years,[19,20] promising sensors for the detection
of biological fields are color centers[21,22] in diamond.[23–30]

Color centers are impurities in the crystalline matrix that,
when stimulated, emit fluorescence. In particular, the nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) complex[31] is by far the most promising due to
its level structure.[32] This dependence allows the realization
of techniques for optical initialization and spin readout by
means of the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)
technique.[33] Furthermore, its spin energy levels[34] are sensitive
not only to electromagnetic fields,[35–41] but also to tempera-
ture variations.[42] These exceptional properties, together with
their photostability at room-temperature and the nontoxicity
of diamond,[43] promotes the NV complex as a very promising
candidate for biological application.[44–49] This review will focus
on ODMR techniques to detect electromagnetic fields/current
as well as thermal gradients, but we want to underline that
there are also other advanced techniques for bio-applications
using NV centers, such as T1 relaxometry,[50–52] nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR)[53,54] and magnetic resonance imaging
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Figure 1. a) Diamond crystalline structure with nitrogen-vacancy defect; b) NV− radiative state transitions that occur during laser pumping. Radiative
optical transition 3E → 3A2 with 637 nm zero phonon line (ZPL), and nonoptical transition 1E → 1A1 with 1042 nm ZPL. Non radiative intersystem
crossing (ISC) transitions subsist between 3E→ 1A1 and between

1E→ 3A2. The coupling of the state |ms = ±1⟩ with the metastable level generates a
statistically lower fluorescent emission than the |ms = 0⟩ initialized electronic state. c) Fluorescence collected from the NV center as a function of the
MW frequency. A dip in correspondence of the zero field splitting Dgs (resonance frequency of the undisturbed NV center, at room temperature) can be
observed.

(MRI) spectroscopy,[20,55,56] that are beyond the scope of this
review.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reports a brief de-

scription of the theory of quantum sensing, Section 3 analyzes
the magnetic field generated by mammalian neuronal cells and
cardiac tissue, Section 4 deals with experiments aimed at the de-
tection of cells fields and finally in Section 5 the experimental
techniques, used to enhance the sensitivity of NV centers to be
used as biosensors, are highlighted.

2. The Theory of Quantum Sensing With NV−

Centers

TheNVdefect is a natural complex of impurities in diamond crys-
talline matrix. This complex is composed of a substitution nitro-
gen atom and a vacancy-type defect, located in adjacent reticular
sites.[31] This system has a pyramidal symmetry (C3v) and it has,
as axis of symmetry, the line that connects the nitrogen atomwith
the vacancy (see Figure 1a). With respect to the tetrahedral struc-
ture of the diamond, there are four possible orientations of this
defect, all equiprobable in conditions of conventional syntheses.
Moreover, there are two charged states in which it is possible to
find the NV defects, distinguished by the number of electrons
involved. The three carbon atoms surrounding the vacancy con-
tribute to sharing one electron each to the complex, while nitro-
gen contributes with two. If, in total, only these five electrons are
present in the system, the center is electrically neutral and it is
referred to as NV0, with total electronic spin S = 1/2. Alterna-
tively, the defect can trap one additional electron from the sur-
rounding lattice, creating the NV− center. In this case the total
electronic spin becomes S = 1, with spin component along sym-
metry axis {|ms = 0⟩, |ms = +1⟩, |ms = −1⟩}. Finally, it is known
that the NV center can also occur in the NV+ state, as predicted by
the theory[57] explaining also the phenomena of NV centers into
a nonfluorescent state observed in some experiments.[58–60] Ac-
cording to spectroscopic calculations, this state of charge would
have S= 0. Themost promising configuration for quantum sens-
ing exploits the spin property of the NV− complex. Its sp3 orbitals
linearly combine to form four molecular orbitals: the lowest en-
ergy state of the ground configuration that is the orbital singlet,

spin triplet state 3A2, the electronic excited states that are orbital
doublet, spin triplet 3E, spin singlet orbital singlet 1E and 1A1.
As we will discuss, due to its electronic levels the NV− com-

plex is the most promising configuration for quantum sensing.
By irradiating the complex with a 532 nm pump laser (Figure 1b),
the electronic state is excited in a nonresonant way and afterward
it relaxes to the fundamental state emitting a photon with wave
length between 637 nm (zero phonon line) and 800 nm (phonon
sideband). While the optical excitation from the |ms = 0⟩ state
is almost spin preserving, the transition from |ms = ±1⟩ has a
higher branching ratio into the metastable singlet 1E, with a life-
time of 300 ns. This singlet state relaxes into |ms = 0⟩ through a
non-radiative processes and weak infrared emission peaking at
1042 nm, leading to a drop in fluorescence output up to 30% for
a single NV−, or 1–2% for a large NV− ensemble, with respect to
the situation when the system is initialized in |ms = 0⟩. This al-
lows to optically initialize the quantum system into a well-known
spin state and to readout it.
Since the main focus of the present work is on sensing, from

now we will refer to NV− as NV for simplicity.

2.1. NV Ground Electronic State

The Hamiltonian of 3A2, the ground spin state of the NV system,
can be written in the following form[34,61]:

Ĥgs

h
= ŜDŜ + ŜAÎ + ÎQÎ (1)

where Ŝ = (Ŝx, Ŝy, Ŝz) and Î = (Îx, Îy, Îz) are the dimensionless
electron and nitrogen nuclear spin operators, respectively. The
first term represents the fine structure splitting due to the elec-
tronic spin–spin interaction, coupled by the fine structure ten-
sor D. The second term is generated by the hyperfine interac-
tion between NV electrons and the nitrogen nucleus (I = 1 for
a 14N nucleus, while I = 1/2 for a 15N nucleus), with the hy-
perfine tensor A. Finally, the third term represents the nuclear
electric quadrupole interaction, with the electric quadrupole ten-
sor Q. It should be noted that, in this notation, the component
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Table 1. Hyperfine parameters for the NV defect determined at room tem-
perature.

Hyperfine parameters Value

Zero field splitting Dgs ≃ 2.87 GHz

Axial hyperfine term A∕∕
gs,14N

≃ −2.14 MHz

A∕∕
gs,15N

≃ 3.03 MHz

Transverse hyperfine term A⟂
gs,14N

≃ −2.70 MHz

A⟂
gs,15N

≃ 3.65 MHz

Nuclear electric quadrupole term Qgs ≃ −5 MHz

z coincides with the NV axis of symmetry. Due to the symme-
try of the NV center, D, A, and Q are diagonal in the NV coordi-
nate system[62,63] and, in terms of the natural spin-triplet basis
{|ms = 0⟩, |ms = +1⟩, |ms = −1⟩}, the Hamiltonian can be writ-
ten as:

Ĥgs

h
= Dgs[Ŝ

2
z − Ŝ2∕3]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
electronic spin–spin interaction

+A∕∕
gs ŜzÎz + A⟂

gs[ŜxÎx + ŜyÎy]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
electron–nucleus spin interaction

+ Qgs[Î
2
z − Î2∕3]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
nuclear spin–spin interaction

(2)

whereDgs≃ 2.87 GHz is the zero field splitting,Qgs is the nuclear

electric quadrupole parameter, A∕∕
gs and A⟂

gs are the axial and non-
axial magnetic hyperfine parameters.[64,65] The parameters values
are reported in Table 1.

2.2. The Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance Technique

One of the characteristics that makes NV centers so attractive
and convenient as key element in various type of sensors is the
possibility to discriminate the spin components of the electronic
state. This is allowed by the different coupling of the |ms = 0⟩
state with a metastable level, compared to the |ms = ±1⟩ states
and results in a variation of the photoluminescence (PL) of the
defect under laser non resonant excitation. ODMR[33] consists
in the application of a microwave field (MW) on the sample, si-
multaneously with its exposure to a nonresonant laser at a fre-
quency higher than the resonant one, corresponding to the en-
ergy gap between the ground and the 3E level (e.g., 532 nm) (see
Figure 1b). When the frequency of the MW reaches the ground
state resonanceDgs of theNVs, with a certain probability (depend-
ing on the MW power), those NV centers will be initialized in the
states |ms = ±1⟩ rather than |ms = 0⟩. As mentioned, this corre-
sponds to a reduction in photoluminescence of the NV centers,
as it can be observed, e.g., in Figure 1c, where a typical ODMR
spectrum is reported with the expected fluorescence dip at the
zero field splitting frequency Dgs.
The coupling terms of a NV center with the electric, magnetic

fields and local temperature variations will be analyzed in follow-
ing.

2.2.1. ODMR Techniques

The sensitivity can be improved by implementing specific experi-
mental ODMR techniques, that are based on laser andmicrowave
pulses of particular duration, synchronized appropriately.[28,46,66]

For example, if an unknown electromagnetic field, respon-
sible for the ODMR resonance frequency shift, is constant or
slowly varying (typically less than 1 kHz[46]), it is possible to
adopt the experimental pulsed ODMR protocols[67] or the Ram-
sey method[38] instead of the continuous wave (CW) ODMR.[68]

The CW ODMR is the simplest and the most widely employed
magnetometry method with NV-based sensors, wherein the mi-
crowave driving and the optical polarization and readout (laser
pumping) occur simultaneously. Although this technique is easy
to be implemented, the relative ODMR spectrum dips are af-
fected by the broadening induced by the continuous exposure of
the laser beam and microwave field on the sample. With pulsed
ODMR techniques this broadening effect is substantially sup-
pressed, allowing to obtain a narrower ODMR spectrum dips
and therefore to improve the measurement sensitivity. This pro-
tocol uses temporally separated optical laser initializations, 𝜋mi-
crowave control pulses, and laser readout pulses. The 𝜋 pulses,
whose name derives from the representation of the process on
the Bloch sphere, is an oscillating microwave field that brings
the electronic state from the state |ms = 0⟩ to |ms = ±1⟩. Ram-
sey ODMR spectroscopy, on the other hand, consists on in the
application of two 𝜋∕2 pulses, separated by a time 𝜏. Also the
𝜋∕2 pulse is an oscillating microwave field that brings the elec-
tronic state from the state |ms = 0⟩ to a balanced superposition
of |ms = +1⟩ and |ms = −1⟩. By varying the time 𝜏, the so-called
“Ramsey fringes” are obtained, from which it is possible to ex-
trapolate an estimation of the magnetic fields amplitude. Also
this technique allows a significant sensitivity improvement with
respect to theCW: the decoupling of theMWfrom the laser power
allows increasing theMWpower improving the contrast, without
degrading the FWHM.
In the case of time-varying electromagnetic fields, there are

other even more complex microwave pulse sequences, capa-
ble of decoupling the measurement from surrounding spin
environment.[69] In this way, the coherence time of the NV cen-
ters increases and consequently it becomes possible to interro-
gate the quantum system for longer times, improving the mea-
surement statistic and therefore the sensitivity. One of these ex-
perimental protocols is the Hahn Echo sequence,[70,71] which re-
focuses the dephasing NVs spin, applying an additional 𝜋 pulse
in the middle of Ramsey sequence. The characteristic time of the
spin coherence decay, measured with this protocol, is called T2
and it is typically one or two orders of magnitude longer than
T∗
2 . Even more complex dynamic decoupling sequences, which

apply multiple refocusing 𝜋 pulses further improving the coher-
ence time T2 have been devised.

[72–75] Among these, the most fa-
mous are the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)[72–75] and the
XY8 sequences,[72,76] which differ in the rotation axes (around
which the spin rotates): the first method applies the pulses along
the same axis, while the second chooses a different one for each
𝜋 pulses. It is useful to underline that, although these techniques
allow to extended the coherence time of the NV centers, they can-
not go beyond the spin-lattice relaxation time T1, that for an NV
spin ensemble in bulk diamond is about 3 ms.[77]
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Figure 2. Scheme of timing and duration of laser pulses, microwave
pulses and reading sequences associated with the most common mea-
surement protocols of the external fields for the NV complex.

Table 2. Coupling coefficient of the NV center with the external fields and
temperature.

Property Coupling coefficient

Magnetic field 𝛾e =
𝜇Bge
h

≃ 28 GHz T−1

𝛾N = 𝜇NgN
h

≃ 15 MHz T−1

Electric field d∕∕,gs ≃ 3.5 mHz V−1m

d⟂,gs ≃ 0.17 Hz V−1m

Temperature 𝜕Dgs∕𝜕T ≃ −74 kHz K−1

The Figure 2 briefly summarizes the above mentioned
pulse sequences.

2.3. Magnetic Field Sensing

A static magnetic field produces the well-known Zeeman
effect,[35] that it is described by

V̂gs

h
=

𝜇Bg
∕∕
gs

h
ŜzBz +

𝜇Bg
⟂
gs

h
(ŜxBx + ŜyBy)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Zeeman interaction

+
𝜇NgN
h

ÎB⃗
⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟

nuclear Zeeman interaction

(3)

where 𝜇B is the Bohr magneton, 𝜇N is the nuclear magneton, g∕∕gs
and g⟂gs are the components of the ground state electronic g-factor
tensor and gN is the isotropic nuclear g-factor. In the presence
of relatively weak magnetic fields, it is possible to approximate
the almost diagonal g-factor tensor in a diagonal form, with con-
stant ge = 2.003.[31] As reported in Table 2, the interaction of the
magnetic field with the nucleus is 2000 times smaller and, conse-
quently, it is typically neglected.[36] The presence of external fields
eliminates the energy degeneracy of the levels |ms = ±1⟩, whose
splitting become 𝛾eBz, where 𝛾e =

𝜇Bge
h

(see Figure 3).
If, instead of a single NV center, an ensemble of NV centers

is considered, up to eight magnetic resonance dips can be ob-
served, due to the four possible orientation of the NV axis in the
diamond’s crystallinematrix (see Figure 4). For certain directions
of the magnetic field, some resonances can be degenerate.
A NV-based magnetometer can be realized, for example, by

applying a bias field along the NV axis, removing the degeneracy,
so that changes in the magnetic field projection along this axis
affect the resonance frequencies almost linearly. Another option
is to use all four NV alignments; although the eight ODMR fre-

quencies have more complicated dependence on B⃗, this option
yields information about the direction of magnetic field.[37]

The use of NV center as a magnetic field sensor firstly was
proposed in refs. [38, 39] and demonstrated with single NV[35,40]

and NV ensembles[78] in 2008.

2.4. Electric Field Sensing

TheHamiltonian describing the interaction with the electric field
was derived from molecular orbit theory by Doherty et al.[34] and
it can be written in the following form:

V̂gs

h
= d∕∕gs (Ez + Fz)

[
Ŝ2z −

Ŝ2

3

]
+ d⟂gs(Ex + Fx)(Ŝ

2
y − Ŝ2x)

+ d⟂gs(Ey + Fy)(ŜxŜy + ŜyŜx) (4)

where d∕∕gs and d⟂gs are respectively the axial and nonaxial Stark
shift components of the permanent electric dipole moment d⟂gs
in the ground triplet state,[80] E⃗ is the electric field and F⃗ is the
mechanical strain.
According to Equation (4) the effect of the electric field E⃗ plays

the same role as mechanical strain F⃗.[41,81] The strain depends
on the diamond material: in single-crystal samples, the mechan-
ical strain field is substantially negligible; while, in polycrystalline
ones, a relatively high strain field is induced by the growth con-
ditions, leading to a splitting of the spin state |ms = ±1⟩ even in
absence of external fields.
The frequency shift caused by the electric field ismuch smaller

than the shift produced by the presence of a magnetic field (see
Table 2). For this reason, in order to reliably measure this second-
order effect caused by the Stark shift, it is necessary to decouple
it from the Zeeman shift.
Briefly, the fine structure Hamiltonian of the NV ground state,

describing the energy levels of the electronic spin states due to
the spin (Ŝ) interaction with the static magnetic (B⃗), electric (E⃗),
and strain (F⃗) fields, can be written in terms of the natural spin-
triplet basis {|ms = 0⟩ , |ms = +1⟩, |ms = −1⟩} in the following
matrix form:

Ĥgs =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −𝜇Bge

Bx−iBy√
2

−𝜇Bge
Bx+iBy√

2

−𝜇Bge
Bx+iBy√

2
hD + 𝜇BgeBz −hd⟂gs(Px − iPy)

−𝜇Bge
Bx−iBy√

2
−hd⟂gs(Px + iPy) hD − 𝜇BgeBz

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(5)

where it is possible to observe that the natural-spin basis vec-
tors are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian only in the presence of
both the magnetic and electric field aligned with the NV axis.
In this condition, D = Dgs + d∕∕gsPz describes the frequency shift
of the resonance lines resulting from the zero-field splitting and
from the Stark effect associated with the component of the vec-
tor P⃗ = E⃗ + F⃗. Otherwise, external fields not aligned to NV sym-
metry axis produce a nondiagonal matrix, and therefore energy
levels of undefined spin. In particular, the presence of additional
transverse strain and electric-field components P⟂ modifies the
ground-state structure.
The Hamiltonian assumes a quasidiagonal form considering

a new spin basis {|0⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩}, obtained by a field-dependent
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Figure 3. NV ground-state 3A2 scheme. Top: a) 14N hyperfine states and b)15N hyperfine states. Bottom: schematic ODMR spectra. The spectra are
shown considering Zeeman splitting and hyperfine splitting.

Figure 4. ODMR spectra in the absence a) and in the presence b) of an external bias magnetic field. The magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the|ms = ±1 > states and results in two separate dips in the ODMR spectrum. c) An example ODMR spectrum (excited at 532 nm) with a magnetic field
in an arbitrary direction for an ensemble NV centers in diamond. Each of the four NV alignments has a different magnetic field projection along its
quantization axis, leading to eight ODMR peaks (two for each NV alignment). For each dip a coupling with the nuclear spin of the 14N atom generates
additional three hyperfine levels.[79]

mixing of the |ms = +1⟩ and |ms = −1⟩ spin states according to
the following unitary operator:

Û =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0

0 ei
𝜙
2 sin( 𝜃

2
) e−i

𝜙
2 sin( 𝜃

2
)

0 ei
𝜙
2 cos( 𝜃

2
) −e−i

𝜙
2 sin( 𝜃

2
)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
(6)

where tan(𝜙) = Px∕Py and tan(𝜃) = (d⟂gsP
⟂)∕(𝜇BgeBz) are the field-

dependent phases defining the spin state mixing. The Hamilto-
nian takes the following form in the {|0⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩} basis:
Ĥ′

gs = ÛĤgsÛ† =
⎛⎜⎜⎝

0 c1𝜇BgeB
⟂ c2𝜇BgeB

⟂

c∗1𝜇BgeB
⟂ hD +W 0

c∗2𝜇BgeB
⟂ 0 hD −W

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (7)

with

W =
√
(hd⟂gsP

⟂)2 + (𝜇BgeBz)2 (8)

The complex constants c1 and c2 represent the phase of thematrix
elements and B⟂ is the transverse component of the magnetic
field with respect to the NV axis. If B⟂ ≈ 0, the non-diagonal
terms can be neglected and the Hamiltonian can be regarded
as diagonal in the basis {|0⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩}. The energy difference
between the |0⟩ and the |±⟩ states is hD ±W, corresponding
to ODMR resonances separated by 2 W h–1 depending on the
strengths of the magnetic, electric, and strain fields, as well
as their orientations with respect to the axes of the NV center.
Since the states |±⟩ are a coherent superposition of the states
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Figure 5. Example of magnetic and thermal shifts of the spin resonance, in ODMR spectra. Dips with equal colors correspond to paired resonances.
The colors represent the timeline of the dips. The initial dips are red, then green and finally blue.

|ms = ±1⟩, we underline that the ODMR resonance is observed
also in this case as a reduction in the fluorescence emission at
the new MW resonance frequencies.

2.5. Temperature Sensing

Another interesting feature of theNV complex is the temperature
dependence of its spin levels.[42] Indeed, the microscopic origin
of Dgs, also called the zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter, is due
to spin-spin interactions in the NV’s orbital structures, and the
value depends on the lattice length, which is strongly correlated to
the local temperature. When the local temperature increases the
diamond lattice spacing of the NV center increases as well, low-
ering the spin–spin interaction and reducing the ZFS parameter
Dgs. Under ambient conditions Dgs ≃ 2.87GHz and the temper-
ature dependence is dD∕dT ≃ −74 kHz K−1.[42] In general, the
ZFS parameter shows a nonlinear dependence, and its value in-
creases when temperature decreases.[82]

To realize a NV-based temperature sensor, the most obvious
solution is exploiting the Dgs temperature dependence. This re-

quires that no external field is present (B⃗, E⃗, F⃗ = 0), i.e., |ms = ±1⟩
is degenerate. In this case, an increase in temperature leads to a
decrease in the resonance frequency, associated with a shift of the
degenerate levels |ms = ±1⟩ toward the level |ms = 0⟩.
Nevertheless, this is the simplest but not the optimal solution,

since, even in the absence of applied fields, the sample may have
an internal strain and may be affected by the Earth’s magnetic
field. Unless it is possible to find a diamond sample with neg-
ligible F⃗ and to design an experimental set up able to reason-
ably compensate for the external magnetic field (e.g., Helmholtz
coils), the dips would not be perfectly overlapped because of the
non perfect degeneracy of |ms = ±1⟩, thus showing a larger full-
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and therefore a lower resolu-
tion.
A better solution is to apply an external magnetic field in order

to significantly separate the spin levels. However in this config-
uration, a single dip can shift for a temperature variation, but
also for a variation of magnetic field. To decouple the two contri-
butions it is sufficient to monitor both |ms = +1⟩ and |ms = −1⟩
spin states at the same time, using simultaneous driving of the
microwaves in ODMR technique.[83] As it can be seen in the Fig-
ure 5, by simultaneously monitoring the initial dips (red curves),
it is in principle possible to understand if there are variations in
the magnetic field (the dips move in opposite directions) or in
temperature (the dips move in the same direction).

Figure 6. NV ground-state 3A2 scheme, in presence of intense transverse
magnetic field B⟂.

In this perspective, an improved technique exploiting the ap-
plication of an intermediate transverse biasmagnetic fieldB⟂

bias ≃
3 mT has been implemented.[84] Similarly to the case just dis-
cussed, the application ofB⟂

bias removes the degeneration of |ms =
±1⟩ and therefore improves the FWHM. The intensity and the
transverse direction of that field creates a quantum superposi-
tion of states, which is insensitive to magnetic fields but sensitive
to temperature.[84] In this configuration, the expectation value of
the spin along any direction is small, implying the degeneracy of
the hyperfine structure between the levels |mI = ±1⟩ (except for
the quadrupole contribution Qgs, which separates |mI = 0⟩ from|mI = ±1⟩). In Figure 6 the corresponding scheme of the spin
energy levels are reported (only the 14N isotope is considered as
it is the most common). In this situation, the ODMR spectrum
reduces to two dips[84] (instead of 6), providing a substantial im-
provement in the signal-to-noise ratio. This particular orientation
of themagnetic field ensures the protection of themeasurements
from the noise of other possible magnetic fields. In fact, the NV
spin is nonsensitive to the magnetic field fluctuation, because
the contribution of the magnetic component only appears at the
second order in the Hamiltonian. The technique just described
is suitable for temperature measurements using bulk diamond,
since the need of a precise and accurate orientation of the bias
magnetic field with respect to the NV axis may represent an ob-
stacle for its implementation with NDs. We suggest that the tech-
nique could still be implemented focusing on a single ND. The
challenge is the development of an NDs orientation tracking sys-
tem which, exploiting a properly designed Helmholtz coils sys-
tem, allows to apply the appropriate bias magnetic field to two or
more NDs in order to obtain thermal gradient measurements.

3. Biosensing

As mentioned above, NV sensors are particularly suitable for bi-
ological sensing. Before describing the experiments focusing on
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the NV-based sensor it is necessary to specify the type of biolog-
ical specimens of interest, the expected magnitude of the elec-
tromagnetic field produced by these specimens and the principal
parameters such as sensitivity and spatial/temporal resolution,
required for the NV-based sensors.
This section, after reviewing some of the devices typically used

for biosensing, analyzes in detail neuronal and cardiac cells.
Higher sensitivity and resolution of electromagnetic fields is con-
sidered necessary to expand the understanding of the fundamen-
tal processes regulating the interaction of these cells.

3.1. From the Conventional Electrophysiological Techniques to
NV Sensors

The electrical activity of excitable cells can be investigated by
means of the conventional patch-clamp technique[85] or through
micro electrode array (MEA)[86] recordings. Single-cell record-
ings, performed under voltage- or current-clamp configuration,
respectively allow to monitor ion currents or the membrane rest-
ing potential, postsynaptic responses and action potential fir-
ing activity.[15] Besides having an extreme versatility (monitoring
overall electrical events from the whole cell, from microdomains
of the cell membrane or even from single channel proteins),
patch-clamp has a high temporal resolution and high sensitiv-
ity: all these features make this electrophysiological approach
the gold standard for measuring the electrical activity. Though
patch-clamp is rather invasive, as it damages the cell mem-
brane through the recording electrode: this implies that only one
recording is feasible for each cell.[1] On the contrary, MEA is a
noninvasive approach, used to measure the membrane potential
variations from many cells simultaneously. The MEA probe is
structured as an array of sensing electrodes, of variable geometry
dimensions and material, which are immersed in a glassy (in-
sulating) double layer. Commonly, sensing electrodes are made
of titanium or indium tin oxide (ITO), and have a diameter that
can vary between 10 and 30 μm.[2,3] By means of MEAs, it is pos-
sible to monitor the electrical activity of a neuronal network as
a whole, and measuring its changes along with its maturation,
even though information on the biophysical properties of ion
channel cannot be directly inferred. This specific measurement
need, requiring non-invasive and iterative detection for biologi-
cal applications has prompted the study and realization of differ-
ent devices. In the following we discuss and compare the most
promising ones.
Promising devices for the detection of weak magnetic fields,

in addition to the NV-based sensors, are the superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) sensors[4–6] and chip-scale
atomicmagnetometers (CSAMs).[7] Until now, themeasurement
of very weak magnetic fields was the domain of SQUIDs sen-
sors. These sensors have reached sensitivity levels of (0.9–1.4) fT
Hz−1∕2 with a pick-up coil area of the order of 1 cm2.[5] However,
SQUIDs require cryogenic cooling, which, in addition to imply-
ing significant cost and maintenance complexity, requires posi-
tioning the sensor typically a few centimeters from the sample.
SQUIDs-on-tip (SOT) are further engineered devices composed
of SQUIDs sensors on the apex of a sharp tip.[87] Although in
this way it is possible to approach up to a few tens of nm from
the sample, the sensor should be cooled to cryogenic tempera-

tures. An alternative is offered by the CSMAs, that are based on
microfabricated alkali vapor cells integrated with small optical
components such as diode lasers and fiber optics. These devices
have reached sensitivities below 5 fT Hz−1∕2 at sensor volume
8 mm3.[7] However, despite the exceptional sensitivity, the mini-
mum working distance between sensor and magnetic source for
CSAM or SQUIDS remains at least few mm, that makes them
unsuitable formonitoring individual cell signals or small tissues,
being the amplitude of the magnetic field decreasing quadrati-
cally with distance.
The sensors for the detection of electric fields, emerging in the

last few decades are single-electron transistors (SETs),[8] that are
a promising candidate for achieving higher detection sensitivity
due to the Coulomb oscillations. However, the existence of a SET-
based biosensor has emerged only in recent years,[88] probably
because of their difficulty of the room-temperature operation.
Finally, in recent years there has been a growing interest in the

use of temperature sensors capable of operating on a nanometric
scale. It has been known that local temperature variations at the
intracellular level play a fundamental role in cellular activities
related to body temperature homeostasis and energy balance.[89]

Particular attention is paid to the possibility of measuring local
temperature variations of cell organelles (i.e., nucleus, mitochon-
dria, etc.) or ion channels. For example, different simulation
model[90,91] shows a hypothetical variation in temperature at the
level of the ion channels, due to the flow of the ions from the in-
side to the outside of the plasma membrane, during the genesis
of the action potential. Due to the difficulty of this local measure-
ment, no one has ever measured this thermal variation. Inter-
estingly, temperature changes may drastically alter the neuronal
firing frequency, as demonstrated by Guatteo et al.[92] Currently,
fluorescence probes are powerful method used to study intra-
cellular temperature variation thanks their high spatio-temporal
resolution. The probes typically used for this measurement are
organic or inorganic fluorescent probes, such as fluorescent
proteins, organic dyes,[93–96] quantum dots (QDs)[9,97] and many
others. Organic proteins are biocompatible probes, rather sta-
ble and very easy to chemically target. But there are different
problems related the use of these probes: these are often aut-
ofluorescent and to avoid the phenomenon it is necessary to add
specific quenchers; they cannot be used for a long time, in fact
these sensors suffer from photobleaching and unstable photo-
luminescence. In the best-case scenario, the probe degradation
consists of fluorescence suppression, in the worst case scenario
it releases an electron that binds to nearby molecules making
them toxic. These probes are organic and by their nature they
are also subject to even weak pH variations, for this reason it is
fundamental a strict control of the cell environment.[98,99] The in-
organic probes such as quantum dots (QDs) have the advantage
of being stable in fluorescence, have a high sensitivity to tem-
perature variations and their nanometric size allows obtaining
a spatial resolution useful for cellular measurements. Although
the size of these sensors would allow spatial resolution limited
by the diffraction limit only, their chemical composition is found
to be nonbiocompatible in most of the cases. Other temperature
sensors are based on up converting nanoparticles (UCNPs)[10,89]:
nanoscale particles (diameter 1–100 nm) that exhibit photon
upconversion, i.e., when stimulated by incident photons they
are able to emit fluorescence’s of shorter wavelength. They are
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Figure 7. a) Single neuron simplified sketch. In the upper box a zoom of the neuronal membrane is reported, where the ionic current and the correspond-
ing magnetic field are schematized. In the lower box the axial current and the relative magnetic field are shown. b) Schematic representation of neuronal
action potential (AP). Resting membrane potential (−Vm) is –70 mV. When Vm is driven and exceeds the threshold (following an initial stimulus), a
rapid membrane depolarization occurs. In this phase the Na+ channels open, allowing sodium to enter in the neuron and bringing Vm to +35 mV. Then
the repolarization phase begins, caused by Na+ channels inactivation and opening of K+ channels. This outward current drives the membrane potential
close to –93 mV (hyperpolarization). Finally, the Na+/K+ ATP-ase restores the initial conditions. During the depolarization, the influx of positive charges
produces local internal and external longitudinal currents, which are responsible for the AP propagation in the axon adjacent area. The propagation di-
rectionality is guaranteed by the AP refractory period: although the local currents propagate in both directions, a new AP cannot be triggered in refractory
membrane area.

usually composed of rare-earth based lanthanide or actinide-
doped transition metals. Their core-shell structure allows sensor
compatibility, however, sensitivity is not high.
Extremely interesting devices able to realize all these measure-

ments (magnetic, electrical and temperature sensing) eventually
at the same time, are one based on the NV center in diamond.
The advantages of these sensors are manifold: they have stable
photoluminescence in the visible and near-infrared range, their
chemical composition ensures resistance to photobleaching and
diamond is an inert and therefore biocompatible material,[25] so
cell/neurons can be grown directly on its surface[27,28,100] or nan-
odiamonds can be injected inside them, allowing for sub-cellular
spatial resolutions[29] with a non-invasive techniques. Finally, NV
sensors can operate at room temperature and, in more detail,
their dynamical range of temperature sensing extends further
500 K for both bulk[101] and nanoscale[102] diamonds.
In the remainder of this section, the modelization of the target

neural and cardiac signals for NV-based biosensing will be re-
viewed.

3.2. NV Center as Sensor for Neuronal Signals

In the last decades, neuroscience has attracted great interest be-
yond the scientific community. Because of the increase in life ex-
pectation, cases of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkin-
son’s, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s disease and many others are
constantly growing. Currently, these diseases are incurable, even
symptoms mitigation is difficult because of late diagnosis when
most of the neurons involved have been irreparably damaged.
This reason strongly prompts to develop new increasingly pre-
cise and sensitive techniques, allowing a deeper understanding
of neuronal circuits ranging from functioning of synaptic sites
to the behavior of the entire neuronal network. Neurons are the

functional units of the nervous system. They communicate via
electrical signals, known as action potentials.
The action potential (AP) consists in the variation in time of

the membrane potential Vm, where Vm = Φein − Φeout is the elec-
trical potential difference between intra- and extra-cellular side of
the cell membrane. The AP characteristic waveform is shown in
Figure 7b. The AP pulse is caused by several ionic species (Na+,
K+, Ca2+), which flow through the neuronal membrane.
The two electrophysiological techniques mostly used to study

cell excitability and synaptic transmission in a neuronal network
are the patch-clamp and the MEA. In the last decade, scientists
have tried to study more and more specifically the propagation
of the electrical signal from the cell body (or soma) to the whole
dendritic tree. In other words, the goal would be to create a de-
vice that allows scanning the neuron point by point from the
soma to the axon and the dendrites, following and characterizing
the electrophysiological variations of the electrical signal during
its propagation. The technology closer to this ambitious goal is
the one of the CMOS-MEA, that allows having a much higher
density of electrodes with respect to the traditional MEA tech-
nology. Numerous studies have managed to scan the path of the
electrical signal in a neuronal network at the level of the single
neuron.[103–106]

Bakkumet al.[106] recently have developed a high electrode den-
sity CMOS-MEA device capable of stimulating a specific area and
simultaneously scanning the signal along some points from the
soma to the axon. Clearly, this technique is much more sensi-
tive than MEA, but given the stochasticity of the cell’s placement
in space, it requires cells to be marked in order to follow their
path. Recently several groups have correlated this technology to
the technique of optogenetics. They tagged the genes of inter-
est and activated them following an optical stimulation and si-
multaneously followed the signal thanks to the integration of the
CMOS-MEA.[107,108]
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However, these techniques do not allow following the entire
dynamics of the action potential, but to have a scan of a region
depending on the position of the electrodes with respect to the
neuron with its axon and its dendritic body.
NV sensors may therefore have a huge impact on these appli-

cations: nanodiamonds can be targeted on the membrane sur-
face or, alternatively, cells can be plated and cultured on a bulk
diamond.[109] Indeed, taking advantage of diamond biocompat-
ibility and the exceptional spatial resolution displayed by color
centers in diamonds, it will be worth exploiting these properties
for a timely reconstruction of the AP dynamics. Furthermore, the
possibility of positioning them adjacent to the cell membrane has
the advantage of experiencing strongermagnetic fields. However,
since neuronal magnetic fields are extremely weak (≃ pT), their
detection appears to be challenging even for NV-based sensors, at
least for mammalian cells, while measurements have been per-
formed on giant neurons of invertebrates.[100]

To predict the electromagnetic fields intensity created by the
AP, and therefore to understand what sensitivity of the NV sen-
sors is needed to sense it, it is necessary to model how the AP
develops and propagates.
Hodgkin–Huxley model[11–14] allows estimating the ionic cur-

rent flowing through the neuron membrane (when the ion chan-
nels are open). For the human neuron, the total estimated ionic
current, sum of the single channels contribution Iion is

I⟂ =
∑

Iion ≃ 2 pA μm−2

and the current pulse typically lasts Δt ≃ 1 ms. Each Iion gen-
erates a magnetic field (see Figure 7a), which can be estimated
by means of the Biot-Savart law: ∮C ⃗Bion ⋅ l⃗ = 𝜇0Iion. However,
the resulting amplitude of these fields depends on the chan-
nels density, which largely varies depending on the axon area
being considered. Furthermore, we note that the B⃗tot

ion field, sum
of the contributions of the field produced by the various chan-
nels, can be vanishingly small on average, because of the different
fields directions. To this purpose, channel clustering may be very
significant.[110,111] Assuming a current of 100 pA μm2 and consid-
ering that the NV sensor positioned at an average distance of few
nanometers (by selective targeting the channel using function-
alized NDs[112,113]), a magnetic field of about 0.1–5 nT (or even
higher) could probably be sensed. This hypothesis is now under
experimental analysis.[114]

Current flowing through the membrane is not limited to the
charge flow through ion channels, as longitudinal currents, but
one should also consider the flow along the neuron axis, that is
responsible for the AP propagation.
These currents also generate a magnetic field, around the

neuron (see Figure 7a). Both the axial current and the corre-
sponding magnetic field have been estimated.[115–117] In partic-
ular, ref. [115] goes beyond the simplification of the Hodgkin–
Huxley model, introducing the spatial and temporal progression
of the AP along the various neuronal compartments, into which
they have divided the axon. The theoretical prediction is a max-
imum field Baxial ≃ 3 pT on the external membrane near the
Ranvier node and a field Baxial ≃ 2.3 pT on the myelin sheath
external surface in those regions where the axon is wrapped
by it.

The maximum magnetic field was also calculated by Isakovic
et al. in ref. [115] for the nerve composed of 100 axons, ob-
taining only Baxial ≃ 6 pT. This is due to the cancellation of the
magnetic field component, caused by different axons within the
same nerve, bringing opposite directional currents. This esti-
mated magnetic fields, in reality, are compatible with the fields
detected by magnetoencephalography (MEG). MEG is able to de-
tect fields in the order of 10−15 T because of the distance from the
source.[118]

Considering these values, a NV sensor positioned on the neu-
ron surface or a fewmicrometers from it, should have a temporal
resolution of about 0.1 ms (in order to be able to trace the time
variation), and spatial resolution of about 10 μm3 (which would
allows a good reconstruction of the AP propagation, being the
axon length ranging from 0.1 μm to 1 m). Thus, the NV sensor
should have a minimum sensitivity of[119]:

𝜂 = 𝛿Bmin

√
Δt ≃ 3 pT

√
0.1ms ≃ 30 fTHz−1∕2 (9)

The NV sensor optimal sensitivity is in principle limited by the
quantum projection noise. This fundamental sensitivity limit for
spin-based magnetometers is given by[120]:

𝜂q =
1
𝛾e

1√
nT∗

2

(10)

Where 𝛾e is the magnetic coupling coefficient (Table 1), n rep-
resents the number of NV centers and T∗

2 their characteristic de-
phasing time. It is important to underline that the number of NV
centers n refers to the sensing volume. Asmentioned, for the sin-
gle AP detection the sensing volume should be around 10 μm3,
the size of the cell.
In the Ref. [100], the estimation of the parameters n ≃ 3 ⋅ 106

cm−3 and T∗
2 ≃ 450 ns determines a spin projection noise value

of 𝜂q ≃ 30 pT Hz−1∕2 for the sensing volume of 10 μm3 (the ex-
perimental sensitivity reached is instead 𝜂 ≃ 15 pT Hz−1∕2 for
the sensing volume of 5 ⋅ 106 μm3). This value is still 1000 times
larger than the sensitivity required for the detection of a single
AP.However, as will be discussed in Section 5, it is possible to op-
timize both the above mentioned parameters to improve the per-
formances.
Once the biomagnetic field B⃗(x⃗, t) has been measured, to re-

construct the unknown currents generating it, one should solve
an inversion problem. In general, its solution is not unique, due
to the existence of the so-called ”magnetically silent” currents (i.e.
the ones producing magnetic fields that almost cancel each oth-
ers) and due to the fact that the magnetic field can be influenced
by the electric field.[121,122] However, in the single axon case, it
can be uniquely resolved. On the contrary, in the biological tis-
sue case and in the 3D structures case, that cannot be traced back
to standard models (such as a spherically symmetrical conductor
or a horizontally layered medium), the solution is not unique. In
some cases this is resolved by the knowledge of the electric field
on the conductor surface.[121]

3.3. NV Center as Sensor for Cardiac Signals

The human (and animal) heart generates the body’smost intense
electromagnetic field. In particular, by comparingmeasurements
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Figure 8. a) The model of a spherical heart. Reproduced under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.[124] Copyright 2017, Dan Xu and Bradley J. Roth.
Part of the spherical shell has been cut out to show the heart wall. The black curves indicate the fiber orientation. The pink tissue has a transmembrane
potential of 20 mV, and the blue tissue has a transmembrane potential of −80 mV. The green curve shows the magnetic field. The endocardial (inner)
surface has radius r1, and the epicardial (outer) surface has radius r2. b) The magnetic field over a cross section of the heart. The dashed curves indicate
the heart inner and outer surfaces. An area 40 mm by 40 mm is shown.

performed externally to the human body, the electric field gen-
erated by the heart, measured through the electrocardiogram
(ECG) is about 60 times stronger than that the one of the brain,
recorded by an electroencephalogram (EEG). In addition, the
heart magnetic field detected by the magnetocardiogram (MCG)
is about 5000 times higher than the neuronal magnetic field
detected by magnetoencephalography (MEG): 0,05 nT (heart) vs
1 fT (neuron). Thus, ODMR based on NV sensors can also find
very significant applications in studying cardiac cells and tissues.
To achieve a first qualitative estimation of the magnitude of the
magnetic field in this case, one can start from a very simplified
model: the spherical heart.[123] Although this model is not phys-
iologically accurate, it allows to extrapolate analytical solutions.
In a more recent work,[124] a further assumption concerning

the origin of the currents is proposed. There are two currents
sources in the heart: the first consists of intracellular currents,
the second is given by the anisotropy of the tissue.[125] Regard-
ing the first current contribution, the authors consider a spheri-
cal shell of cardiac tissue, which covers a blood cavity and is sur-
rounded by an external bath of unlimited electrical conduction.
The heart fibers propagate in the z direction and a variation of
the membrane potential Vm is assumed following the activation
of the action potential (AP), started at 𝜃 = 90◦ (see Figure 8a).
In this work the electric field is evaluated using the bidomain

model[123] and considering a situation of quasi-stationarity (al-
though Vm depends on time due to the action potential propa-
gation, it is assumed that, given a certain Vm(t0), one can derive
current and magnetic field in a quasistatic way).
Thus, the electric potential is obtained, using the continuity

equations and the boundary conditions,[126,127] the current den-
sity distribution is obtained using Ohm’s law and finally themag-
netic field using Biot-Savart’s law. Considering the anisotropic
electrical conductance data,[128] the Vm values and typical heart
dimensions,[123] it turns out that the magnetic field is stronger
near the internal and external surfaces tissue while it is weaker
in the heart wall. The peak value of the magnetic field is around
14 nT (see Figure 8b).
At the heart center, instead, the magnetic field reduces to B =

2 nT.[129] This is due to the fact that intracellular and extracellular

currents are in opposite directions with almost the same magni-
tudes in the depths of the tissue and, therefore, the correspond-
ing magnetic fields essentially cancel each other. Considering a
planar cardiac tissue sample, the spherical shell method is no
longer valid. In this last case it has been found that the magnetic
field reaches a peak value B = 1 nT.[130]

The heart AP is about Δt = 300 ÷ 500 ms long, however for
some cardiac cells, such as ventricular or rapid response cells,
the AP rapid rise occurs in 1 ms, as in the neuronal case. Consid-
ering a human heart, a NV sensor positioned on the heart surface
should be sensitive to magnetic field B = 14 nT, with a temporal
resolution of about 0.1 ms (in order to be able to trace the time
variation Δt even in the case of the AP rapid rise), and a spatial
resolution of about 10 μm3 (whichwould allow a good reconstruc-
tion of the PA propagation, being the heart radius of about 40
mm[123]). This corresponds to a minimum sensitivity:

𝜂 = 𝛿Bmin

√
Δt ≃ 14 nT

√
0.1ms ≃ 140 pTHz−1∕2 (11)

This value can be considered a useful intermediate step for the
application of the actual NV-based biosensing technologies, with
the aim of reaching sensitivity that allows the detection on neu-
ronal signals.

4. Methods and Bio-Applications

To exploit NV-centers for biosensing, it is necessary to set up an
optical microscope equipped with an ODMR apparatus featuring
a non-resonant laser and a microwave antenna positioned near
the diamond sample designed for a microwave source operating
in the 2-4 GHz range, as described in Section 2.2.
The next sections are devoted to the presentation of sev-

eral biosensing experiments exploiting NV centers in diamonds.
Some of them are ”proof-of-principle” in vitro tests on a cell cul-
ture, while others are experiments carried on living organisms
(in vivo experiments). The reviewed experiments will be divided
in two categories describing respectively applications exploiting
bulk diamond and experiments relying on nanodiamonds.
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4.1. Bulk Diamond Applications

As discussed in the previous section, the electromagnetic fields
produced by the excitable cells (as neurons, neuronal-like chro-
maffin cells, heart cells) even inmammals, are typically extremely
weak (pT). For this reason, several ”proof-of-principle” experi-
ments addressed measurements of fields produced by cells with
peculiar electromagnetic properties.
Among the most suitable ones there are magnetotactic bac-

teria (MTB)[131–134] containing magnetite (IIIFeII2 FeO4) or ferrite
(IIIFeII2 FeS4) bacteria magnetic particles (BMP). The nanometer
size of the BMPs is small to generate a single magnetic domain,
but sufficient to create a permanent magnetic moment 𝜇BMP.
This produces a cell magnetic moment 𝜇MTB =

∑
𝜇BMP, given

by the sum of the BMP individual dipoles, which is exploited
by the MTB to orient itself with respect to the earth’s magnetic
field.[135,136]

Among the various uses in the biomedical field, Sage et al.[44]

used Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1 for bio-magnetic
imaging. The bacteria used in this work createmagnetic nanopar-
ticles with cubo-octahedral morphology and an average diame-
ter of 50 nm. The experiment was performed both with bacteria
dried on the surface of diamond chip implanted with NV cen-
ters, as well as with bacteria stored in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) and laid on the chip surface (in vitro experiment). The dia-
mond sensor used to perform this experiment was a high-purity
single-crystal diamond chip, with a 10 nm layer thickness of NV
centers. The estimated surface density of nitrogen-vacancy cen-
ters was 3 ⋅ 1017 cm−3 in the case of experiment on bacteria in the
liquid medium and 1018 cm−3 for dry bacteria.
In the case of dry bacteria the objective was to demonstrate

the possibility of measuring their static magnetic field, exploit-
ing ODMRmeasurements at different bias magnetic field orien-
tations (Bbias = 3.7 mT).
In the case of live bacteria in the liquid medium, it was shown

that it is possible to evaluate the magnetic field generated by the
bacteria dipole 𝜇MTB along the [111] crystallographic axis of the
diamond, when also the bias magnetic field is oriented along it.
Furthermore, cell viability was assessed immediately after mag-
netic imaging (lasting 4minutes), using a standard fluorescence-
based ”live-dead” assay obtaining a viability of about 44%. Cells
mortality was attributed to the laser heating, since preliminary
tests showed that 1 hour exposure to microwaves did not cause
substantial cells mortality. Cells vitality was however partially pre-
served thanks to the strategy used to decouple laser light from
the biological sample. Indeed in this set-up the laser impinged
on diamond at an angle greater than the critical angle for the
diamond-water interface, resulting in its total internal reflection
within the diamond.
A wide field optical microscope was used for both MTB sam-

ples, with a field of view of 100 × 30 μm2 of the sample surface
and a resolution of 400 nm. A CMOS camera was used to image
the single magnetic nanoparticles inside the MTB. Their mag-
netic fieldwas of the order ofmT. Thanks to thesemeasurements,
the total magnetic moment 𝜇MTB was determined by numerically
fitting the modeled field distribution to the measured ones, with
a mean value of 5 ⋅ 10−17 m2 A.
The magnetic field estimated from the ODMRmeasurements

was compared with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) mea-

surements. The position of nanoparticles revealed by the SEM
was used to model the magnetic field they generated.[133,134] The
two measurements were in excellent agreement and their val-
ues were compatible with the data reported in [137, 138]. This
highlights the potential of NV centers, able to perform sub-
cellular magnetic field measurements at room temperature, al-
lowing real-time imaging of magnetic dipole creation, single
MTBs chain dynamics[136] and magnetic particles formation in
various organisms.[139,140]

Another ”proof-of-principle” test was carried out by Davis
et al.[45] with the aim of measuring the magnetic field generated
by iron oxide nanoparticles (IONs) incorporated in murine RAW
264,7 macrophages (a line established from a tumor induced by
Abelson murine leukemia virus and often studied in relation to
immune responses). The cells, after having phagocytized the iron
ions (about 200 nm in size), were dried on the surface of a bulk
diamond. High resolution magnetic imaging was performed ex-
ploiting ODMR measurements with a succession of bias mag-
netic field (Bbias= 10 mT) for each orientation of NV complex, for
a total duration of 2 hours. Projection field maps were combined
to form 3 orthogonal field maps, from which the cellular mag-
netic moment was obtained. For this experiment, the central dip
of the hyperfine transition was used, which allowed to achieve
a sensitivity of 17 nT at 1 μm in plane resolution, sufficient to
reveal these magnetic nanoparticles.
To extend this technique to diagnostic imaging, Davis et al.

performed NV magnetometry on liver specimens from a mouse
model of hepatic iron overload, generated through intravenous
administration of 900 nm IONs to C57bl/6 mice. To reduce the
deposition of optical and thermal energy, the sample was illumi-
nated for only 5 minutes with a duty cycle of 50% and the ODMR
technique was carried out with the bias magnetic field along
only one of four NV axes. Furthermore, the laser beam was di-
rected on the sample in total reflectionmode.With these choices,
time-lapse images of magnetic fields that coalesced within the
macrophages after ION internalization were evaluated along that
NV axes. This experiment highlights the possibility of study the
spatial distribution of iron deposits in the liver and other tissues.
This has been a topic of interest in clinical literature as an indi-
cator of disease state and the magnetic resonance imaging is be-
coming increasingly important in non-invasive quantification of
tissue iron, overcoming the drawbacks of traditional techniques
(liver biopsy).[141]

Barry et al.[100] studied individual neurons of marine worms
(Myxicola infundibulum) and squids (Loligo pealeii). The ma-
rine worm has a long axon,[142] which stretches over its entire
length (tens of mm and diameter of about 5 mm). The giant
squid neuron (about 0.5 m long) did not extend over the en-
tire length and is isolated following specific protocols.[143] An ini-
tial proof-of-principle test was performed on isolated neurons for
both species.
The AP is stimulated by means of a current pulse, received by

an electrode directly in contact with the neuron. The pulse was
generated by a current of about 10 mA, had a duration of about
1 ms and was repeated with a frequency of 0.4 Hz for the worm
and 100 Hz for the squid.
The AP generation and its propagation was verified by micro-

electrodes (see Figure 9A). From this axonal AP intracellular
time trace, the shape of the associated magnetic field could be
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Figure 9. Measured AP voltage and magnetic field from excised single neurons. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY-4.0 license.[100] Copyright
2016, J. F. Barry et al. A) Measured time trace of intracellular axonal AP voltage Φmeas

in (t) for giant axon fromM. infundibulum (worm). B) Calculated time
trace of AP magnetic field B(t) forM. infundibulum extracted from data in A. C) Measured time trace of AP magnetic field B(t) forM. infundibulum giant
axon with Navg = 600. D) Measured time trace of AP magnetic field B(t) for L. pealeii (squid) giant axon with Navg = 375. Gray box indicates magnetic
artifact from stimulation current.

Figure 10. Single-neuron AP magnetic sensing exterior to live intact organism. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY-4.0 license.[100] Copyright
2016, J. F. Barry et al. A) Overhead view of intact living specimen of M. infundibulum (worm) on top of NV diamond sensor. In configuration shown,
animal is stimulated from posterior end by suction electrode, APs propagate toward worm’s anterior end, and bipolar electrodes confirm AP stimulation
and propagation. (Scale bar 20 mm). B) Measured time trace of AP magnetic field B(t) from live intact specimen of M. infundibulum for Navg = 1,650
events.

modeled[144–146] (see Figure 9B). This was compared with the ex-
perimentally measured magnetic field, performed by means of
the NV-based sensor in contact with the excised single neuron.
Traces are shown in Figure 9C and 9D respectively for the worm
and the squid neuron. These measurements were performed us-
ing the ODMR technique at bias magnetic field Bbias = 0.7 mT,
oriented along two diamond axes and perpendicular to the axon
axis (being the magnetic field generated by the AP pulse perpen-
dicular to this last one).
In Ref. [100], Barry et al. carried on also a measurement on a

livingworm. Thewormwas directly fixed on the diamond and the
distance between the neuron and the active NV layer was about
1.2 mm (see Figure 10A). The magnetic field generated by the
propagation of the AP pulse measured by ODMR technique is
shown in Figure 10B. It is smaller than the one measured in the
excised neuron, but its value is compatible with the increasing
sensor distance.
The diamond sensor, exploited an electronic grade (N < 5 ppb)

single crystal chip, with a NV center layer of 13 μm. This layer
had aNV centers density of d = 3 × 1017 cm−3 and a characteristic
dephasing time T∗

2= 450 ns. The sensing volume is V = 5 × 10−6

cm3, consequently the number of potentially stimulated centers
was n = 15 × 1011.
Referring to the Equation (10), the fundamental sensitivity

limit: 𝜂q ≃ 10 fT Hz−1∕2, while the sensitivity reached experimen-
tally was 𝜂 ≃ 15 pT Hz−1∕2, allowing, anyway, a reliable measure
of the magnetic fields generated by these animal species (of the

order of nT). Further development should be needed for reveal-
ing those of human neurons (of the order of pT).

4.2. Nanodiamonds

The techniques for the creation ofNV centers in diamond arewell
established also for nanodiamonds (NDs). Nanodiamonds-based
sensors exploit colloidal suspensions of single diamond particles
of minimum diameter of 4–5 nm, but on average the nanodia-
monds typically used in experiment have a size of 50–100 nm.
The nanometer size makes nanodiamonds-based sensor of ex-
treme interest for bio-sensing application, as they are potentially
usable in vivo experiments. Nonetheless, they have also impor-
tant drawbacks such as e.g. the increased sensitivity of NV spins
to environmental noise. Indeed, while in a bulk diamond the co-
herence time T∗

2 ismainly influenced by the electronic impurities
and nuclear spins in the surrounding, for nanodiamonds the co-
herence time is further reduced due to the surface spin noise.
This should be taken into account in the estimation of the sensi-
tivity limit (see Equation (10)).
While the use of NDs as magneto-biosensors remains a

challenge due to the extremely weak biological electromagnetic
fields, combined with the disadvantage of NVs showing a short
coherence time compared to bulk diamonds, the opportu-
nity to exploit these nanometric sensors inside the cells for
thermometric measurements is a technology field actively
explored.[29,147] The possibility to insert NDs in the cells of
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interest allows to obtained local temperature measurements. A
local detection of temperature and the observation of temper-
ature gradients inside the cells can hardly be achieved with a
bulk diamond because of the high thermal conductivity of the
diamond material and the consequent difficulty to decouple it
from the environment.
Nanodiamonds have also attracted interest also as a non-toxic

alternative to quantum dots for biomedical imaging and as drug
transporters (thanks to the discovery of the possibility to function-
alize the diamonds surface in various ways, exploiting the cova-
lents carbon bonds). The great interest and the exceptional range
of applications of NDs is boosting the development of novel fab-
rication techniques, even if the actual technologies are already
able to provide very pure nanodiamonds with controlled surface
chemistry at a relative low cost.[148,149]

4.2.1. Biocompatibility and Functionalization Studies

To understand the perspective in bio-medical application, deep
investigation of NDs biocompatibility is required. More specifi-
cally, it is important to understand their diffusion in tissues and
their acute and long-term biological effect. While bulk diamonds
are non-toxic and inert, NDs interaction with cells should be care-
fully investigated.[150,151] There is a huge variety of nanodiamond
specimens, which differ in dimensions, functionalized surface
and potential interaction with the biological sample. One rea-
son for this NDs variety depends on the different technique for
their creation. In fact, they can be synthesized either through the
milling of larger diamonds, generally starting from a diamond
microcrystals grown at High Pressure and High Temperature
(HPHT), or through a detonation process.[152–154] The two meth-
ods are followed by different actions for the NV centers creation.
E.g. while in the first case it is necessary to increase the nitro-
gen presence by irradiating the sample, detonating the diamond
a higher nitrogen concentration is spontaneously obtained. How-
ever, in the latter case, although it is cheaper, it produces NDs in a
less controlled way and there is normally more graphite material
present on the surface, which requires oxidation treatment. An-
other difference concerns the typical dimensions obtained.While
for the NDs generated by microcrystals grown with the HPHT
technique (or possibly CVD) the minimum size is about 20 nm,
theNDs obtained by detonation process have dimensions smaller
than 5 nm. Generally, for bio-sensing applications it is preferable
to employ NDs obtained by milling HTHP crystals, that are of
better quality from the bio-compatibility point of view.
Various experiments were therefore conducted to evaluate

the cell viability, e.g. in HeLa cells[71,155,156] (a cell line deriving
from tumoral human cells), in human neurons,[43,47] in human
trachea,[157] in the translucent Caenorhabditis elegans worm[158]

and intravenous infusions.[159] Briefly, the nanodiamonds of size
between 50 and 100 nm have been found to be incorporated by
the cells, without producing a significant damage.
In particular in Guarina et al.[43] an ODMR detection scheme

with NV centers in nanodiamonds internalized in hippocampal
neurons was performed in suitable conditions (3 mW of exci-
tation power, –20 dBm of continuous-wave MW power). This
experiment demonstrated that neuron functionality was not sig-
nificantly affected by the implementation of the measurement

protocol: their spontaneous firing (bursts synchronization) was
preserved, as well as the amplitude of spontaneous inhibitory
and excitatory events. Even thought some alteration both at the
single-cell level and in neuronal networks was observed, this was
principally attributed to the effects of nanoparticles aggregation.
The aim of the work was to assess the feasibility of in vitro imag-
ing and targetable drug delivery via nanodiamonds, but the same
argument holds for the other sensing applications. Furthermore,
if properly functionalized, the NDs can anchor themselves to the
surface of the cell sample in the targeted areas.[160–162]

4.2.2. Nanodiamonds Applications

Once the biocompatibility of nanodiamonds is assessed, it is
necessary to understand to which extent the sensing techniques
developed for sensor based on NV in bulk diamond can be
extended to nanodiamonds based sensors, functionalized and
incorporated in the cells of interest.
A proof-of-principle demonstration of quantum control tech-

niques to map the intracellular temperature of a neuronal net-
work was performed by Simpson et al.[47] The NDs were dis-
persed in cell media in concentration of 6 μg∕ml, sonicated for
few minutes, and then applied to the primary cultures during a
routine change of cell media. The 170 nm diameter NDs con-
tained 500 NV centers each.
Using ODMR techniques in combination with standard wide-

field microscopy with a field of view of 80 × 80 μm2 was possible
to observe NV resonance frequency in only 6 seconds. Specifi-
cally, in Ref. [47] the ODMR signal presented two fluorescence
dips (see Section 2.4) because of the strain. This effect is negli-
gible in bulk diamonds while nanodiamonds crystal lattice suf-
fers strong deformation inducing line splitting. In that paper the
two dips, spaced by few MHz, were modeled as a single one with
higher spectral broadening. By interpolating the ODMR graph
with a Lorentzian function, it was estimated themean crystal field
splitting Dgs= (2868.59±0.17) MHz.
To demonstrate the NV thermo-sensor performance in bio-

logical measurement, the temperature of the neuronal solution
was reduced by 1.9 ◦C. Repeating the ODMR analysis for a to-
tal acquisition time of 12 s, a resonance frequency shift was ob-
served. The respective temperature variation was estimated us-
ing the temperature coupling coefficient dD∕dT ≃ −74 kHz K−1

(see Section 2.5). The distribution reported a mean temperature
change of (−1.36 ± 0.08)◦C, consistent with the reduction in en-
vironmental temperature.
We underline that NDs allowing to create spatial maps of

the temperature inside the cells will bring new insight on
the understanding of cell activity. There are many biological
processes whose knowledge would be enriched by nanoscale
thermometry, such as temperature increases following the
opening of ion channels,[90] or the correlation of temperature
changes and the occurrence of neurological disorders and
pathological conditions.
Another biological application was reported by Ermakova

et al.,[48] using nanodiamonds with NV centers as thermo-
sensors, exploits optically-induced thermal gradients for
thermogenetic neural modulation.[163,164] This thermal gradient
is generated at the transient receptor potential channels (TRP
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Figure 11. Activation of snake TRPA1 in cells expressing TRPA1-IRES-EGFP using femtosecond IR laser pulses. Reproduced under the terms of the
CC-BY-4.0 license.[48] Copyright 2017, The Authors, published by Springer Nature. a) R-GECO1.1 fluorescence (black line) reflects Ca2+ dynamics in
the cytoplasm with the 20 mW laser beam turned on at t=30 s and off at t=60 s. b,c) With the temperature of HEK293 cells expressing snake TRPA1
increased in a stepwise fashion using properly adjusted IR laser radiation, the activation thresholds of caTRPA1 b) and eolTRPA1 c) were determined.
d) A similar heating of control cells does not induce Ca2+ elevation. The black line is the fluorescence response. The red line is the temperature in the
medium.

channels): a group of ion channels that are commonly present
on the plasma membrane of numerous types of animal cells.[165]

A particular specialized form of these ion channels appears to
be highly sensitive to temperature changes.[166] Some species
of snakes can use TRP channels to detect the thermal build-up
caused by infrared IR radiation emitted by nearby prey, allowing
them to estimate the direction and distance of the (IR) source.[167]

To experimentally recreate this local temperature change
and therefore study the TRPs response, Ermakova et al. used
IR short pulsed laser. This method, with respect to conven-
tional techniques as environmental heating[168] or TRPs chemi-
cal agonists,[169] allows cellular spatial resolution and ultrahigh
temporal resolution. The precise temperature control was per-
formed by varying the laser intensity, whose actual thermal im-
pact was monitored by the nitrogen-vacancy complex. This quan-
tum probe (whose dimension was about 300 nm) was integrated
on the tip of an optical fiber, together with a microwave an-
tenna. The optical fiber was positioned near the cell irradiated
by the IR laser, allowing a measurement of its temperature by
the ODMR technique.
In this experiment[48] the thermal stimulation via IR laser was

initially evaluated of two TRP channels of the snake. The TRP
channels considered were the Crotalus atrox TRPA1 (caTRPA1)
and the Elaphe obsoleta lindheimeri TRPA1 (eolTRPA1). Fluores-
cent proteins (caTRPA1-IRES-EGFP) had been added to the chan-
nels, allowing to monitor the opening and closing of the calcium
channels. Thanks to the NV sensors and by slowly changing the
cell temperature with properly tuning pulsed laser intensity, it
was possible to obtain the threshold temperature, inducing open-
ing of the calcium channels. The threshold temperatures were
found to beT0 = (27.8 ± 0.6)◦C for caTRPA1 (see Figure 11b) and
T0 = (38.5 ± 0.7)◦C for eolTRPA1 (see Figure 11c).
Once estimated the threshold temperature T0, Ermakova et al.

proved the technique on other biological samples: mouse neu-
rons and zebrafish larvae, whose thermogenetic activation is in-
duced by TRPA1 channels causing responses.
In the case of caTRPA1 channels, the cultured neurons were

maintained at a temperature of 27 ◦C lower than the thresh-
old temperature obtained before for this channel; in the case of
eolTRPA1-expressing, neurons were kept at basal temperatures
of 35.5 ◦C. As expected, they found that the thermal increase in-
duced by the IR laser activates the TRPs channels triggering the
generation of the neuronal AP, measured through conventional
electrophysiological techniques.

When ameasurements on live samples is considered, the sam-
ple can no longer be kept at the desired temperature, therefore it
is necessary to choose the TRP channel suitable for body temper-
ature of the animal species analyzed. As for the zebrafish neu-
rons, whose body temperature is found to be 26 ◦C, the eolTRPA1
channels may be suitable. As for the mammalian brain, the per-
fect TRP candidate has still to be found. For example, the mouse
body temperature is too close to the threshold temperature of
eolTRPA1 and it may be desensitized.
The results of the application of this technique in living ze-

brafish showed that it is possible to thermogenetically activate
neurons using the IR laser. In particular, the technique demon-
strated a spatial resolution of 60 μm (fiber size in which the IR
laser was focused on the sample), allowing one or few neurons
to be stimulated. As for the IR laser intensity, Emarkova et al.
observed that 30 mW laser power induced the escape behavior
exhibition of 93% of the larvae. NV-based temperature sensors al-
lowed careful monitoring of the temperature reached by the cells
with high spatial resolution and temperature sensitivity up to 0.1
◦C. To preserve cellular integrity and to avoid cell ablation[169] is
essential to heat-up the tissues by a few degrees only and for a
time interval not exceeding a few minutes.
Finally, another demonstration of the effectiveness of NV

nanosensors for thermometry comes from Fujiwara et al.’s
experiment.[49] A first test allowed to measure the tempera-
ture dynamics inside live C. elegans adults worms during en-
vironmental temperature changes. The sensitivity reached was
1.4 ◦C Hz−1∕2. Having obtained this result, Fujiwara et al. suc-
cessfully determined the temperature increase caused by the
worm’s thermogenesis under the treatment ofmitochondrial un-
coupled stimuli.

5. Techniques for Improving ODMR Sensitivity

In this section we discuss some technological solutions to im-
prove the sensitivity of NV-based sensors as well as the precau-
tions to be taken when they are used as a bio-sensor.
Equation (10) provides the ultimate sensitivity limit reachable

highlighting that the number n of NV centers and their coher-
ence time T∗

2 play a key role. To increase n, while maintaining the
same spatial resolution, it is necessary to have diamonds with an
increased NV centers density. This can be achieved by enhancing
the number of nitrogen implanted in the diamond and im-
proving the N-to-NV conversion efficiency, minimizing the
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concentration of residual paramagnetic substitutional
nitrogen.[78] In parallel, to increase T∗

2 , it is also recommended
the production of ultra-pure diamonds, with reduced unwanted
electronic impurities (e.g. the P1 centers) and nuclear spins
impurities (e.g. the paramagnetic 13C isotopes, whose natural
abundance is about 1.1%).[170–172] It is important to note that
the NV density increase will necessary worsen the coherence
time of the NVs themselves, because of their mutual interaction.
Consequently, an optimal trade-offs between these parameters
must be sought.
It is useful to underline that the sensitivity formula in Equa-

tion (10) describes an idealized measurement with a perfect
readout mechanism. On the contrary, typically the readout
mechanism adds noise in the measurement, that can be de-
scribed introducing, in the previous equation, the spin-readout
fidelity factor  [46]:

𝜂 = 1

𝛾e
√
nT∗

2

1


(12)

Keeping the usual optical-readout, but improving the photon
collection is expected to increase  (see ref. [173] for different
methods to improve photon collection). Ancilla-assisted repeti-
tive readout, which is based on mapping the NV spin state to
the nuclear spin state, also improves  .[46] Finally, in a more
far perspective, quantum methods of noise reduction can be
applied.[174–177]

In addition to the NV-density and diamond sample engineer-
ing, the sensitivity can be improved by implementing the specific
experimental technique based on laser and microwave pulses of
particular duration, described in Section 2.2.1.
When the ultimate goal is bio-sensing, some constraints rise

limiting the implementation of the above mentioned pulse se-
quences. One constraint is the frequency bandwidth. In fact, the
dynamic decoupling techniques (Section 2.2.1) are capable of
measuring time-varying external field only if this time variation is
of the order of the time interval separating the 𝜋 pulses. Further-
more, in order to control the system quantum state, the time be-
tween these pulses cannot exceed the coherence of the NV center.
Consequently, the frequency of the signal to be measured must
be of the order of the coherence time of the NV centers. In the
biological case, the electromagnetic fields pulse lasts about 1 ms.
This value is very far from T2, marking a boundary for the use
of these techniques in biological applications. We note that, even
if pulsed ODMR technique and the Ramsey method may replace
CW ODMR, currently they have not yet led to decisive improve-
ment in sensitivity[46] compared to the more common and easier
to implement CWODMR. The main reason lies in the high opti-
cal power needed to highlight the advantage of the pulsedmethod
with respect to CW. As described in Section 2.2.1, these methods
allow to decouple the optical power from that of the MW, but in
bio applications it appears more important to limit optical power
used. Another constraint, infact, is associated to the optical laser
power. The higher the laser power the better the sensitivity in
measurements with ensembles, since it increases the percent-
age of excited centers and consequently the fluorescence signal.
This is indeed true in our experimental conditions where the flu-
orescence emission of our sample remains in the linear regime.
Furthermore in the linear regime andwhen dealingwith a biolog-

Figure 12. Temperature sensitivity versus the laser excitation power at 532
nm. The inset shows the inverse of the thermal sensitivity versus the exci-
tation laser power.

ical sample precautions must be taken to avoid cells and proteins
damaging. An efficient solution can be to direct the laser beam
towards the diamond sample at an angle allowing total reflection
(Brewster angle). In this way only the fluorescence emitted by the
NV centers travels through the cells, placed on the other diamond
surface.[44,100] In this case, however, precise control over sensing
volume would be lost, deteriorating spatial resolution. In a stan-
dard configuration, where the laser impinges perpendicularly on
the sample, it is necessary to limit the optical power reaching the
cells to few mW. In this regard, Figure 12 shows a temperature
sensitivity curve versus the laser optical power, obtained by adopt-
ing the technique described in Moreva et al.[84]. As anticipated in
the introduction, the application of a transverse bias magnetic
field B⟂

bias ≃ 3 mT, allows to improve the sensitivity of a the NV
center based thermo-sensor with respect to other standard tech-
niques in CW regime. In Ref. [84], the temperature sensitivity
reached is 𝜂 ≃ 4.8 mK/Hz1∕2 in a sensing volume of 1 μm3, ob-
tained at a power level (80 mW) that can present biocompatibility
problems even if it is distributed in a region of 100 μm2.However,
the sensitivity obtained is even beyond the one required to mon-
itor biological mechanisms, usually requiring sensitivities of the
order of 1 ◦C. Figure 12 shows that it is possible to perform the
temperature measurement with a lower laser power, finding an
ideal compromise between the temperature sensitivity and laser
intensity impinging on the cell sample. Indeed, with a power of a
fewmW it is already possible to discriminate biological processes
with a sensitivity of the tenth of a degree.

6. Conclusion

Sensors based on the NV centers in artificial bulk and nano di-
amonds are one of the emerging quantum technologies of huge
potential interest in biological applications, thanks to both their
practicality and their technical performances. In fact, the capabil-
ity to initialize and read out optically the spin state at room tem-
perature, makes the use of these quantum sensors convenient
and powerful even for biological applications. Furthermore, the
levels of sensitivity and spatial resolution achieved are extremely
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high, which in principle allows potential application towards the
detection of very weak electromagnetic fields as the one gener-
ated by mammalian, and potentially human, cells. Even if an
eventual use of NV sensors for the detection of biological elec-
tric fields is more problematic due to its weak coupling constant,
regarding the magnetic field sensing and especially temperature
measurements astonishing results have already been achieved.
Indeed, the thermal gradients generated by biological phenom-
ena can be reliably observed thanks to the actual sensitivity of the
NV-based sensors, also with regard to NDs sensors. This is of the
utmost importance because localized intracellular temperature
gradients may affect neuronal functionality (including vesicular
dynamics and neurotransmitter release) or may provide indirect
measurement of mitochondrial activity.[178,179] Regarding the de-
tection of bio-magnetic fields, the NV-based sensors in bulk di-
amond have already shown good results with peculiar biological
cells, presenting either an intrinsic magnetic field (magnetitotac-
tic bacteria) or a generated magnetic field in axon of squids or
long worms, much larger than the one generated in the human
ones. The improvement of these devices suggests the possibility
of exploiting NV-based sensors also for the detection of weaker
butmore fascinating human biological magnetic fields. In partic-
ular, an estimate of the cardiacmagnetic field that is generated on
the heart surface was here reported. This value is in the range of
present measurement capability exploiting the NV center prop-
erties, exploiting optimized bulk diamond sample engineering
and the adoption of pulsed measurement protocols in order to
improve the diamond coherence time. Furthermore, we have an-
alyzed the magnetic field associated to human neuron activity.
The weakness of these fields requires further improvements of
the measurement technique in the case of the single AP, while
measurement of clustered channels is likely a reasonable target
for the actual technology. However, the considerable interest in
the neuronal field detection as diagnostic and therapeutic tools
for neurodegenerative diseases and aging effects, together with
the recent years progress of these techniques (partially covered
by this review), is expected to boost the technological develop-
ments and eventually the market success of quantum assisted
biosensing based on NVs.
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